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Applications of epitaxial antiferroelectrics face scientific challenges, such as limited understanding of de-
graded (in comparison to bulk) switching behavior and its relation to nanoscale structural organization. We report
on an unusual structural response of PbZrO3/SrRuO3/SrTiO3 (001) heterostructures to precritical (lower than
required for switching) electric fields. In situ x-ray diffraction shows a ferrielectric-like structure, which forms
gradually upon increasing the applied field and makes up a heterophase state with the host antiferroelectric
phase. The field-induced structure is similar to the antiferroelectric parent phase in the octahedral-tilt pattern, but
differs from it in the lead-ion displacement pattern. The latter can be encoded as ↑↑↑↑ ↓↑↑↓ provided that the
antiferroelectric structure is encoded as ↓↓↑↑. We propose that the unusual commensurateness (as opposed to
the more ubiquitous incommensuration in similar materials) between the modulation periods of host and guest
phases can be explained by accounting for the energy of heterophase boundaries, which is important in dense
nanostructures due to the high surface-to-bulk ratio of nanodomains. An analysis using the ab-initio-correlated,
but empirical (parametrized) energy model suggests that the observed field-induced structure is likely to be
selected in PbZrO3 instead of the others in the case when the above commensuration effect is at play. The results
point to the mechanism leading to the smearing of polarization-field loops in such heterostructures and suggest
a perspective for the controlled creation of delicate dipolar orderings for ferroic-based memory.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.105.125409

I. INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric (FE) epitaxial thin films have attracted in-
tense research interest [1–3]. Atom-to-atom correspondence
between the film and substrate offers the possibility of
building high-quality and defect-free heterostructures for
miniaturized devices and also allows tailoring of the mate-
rial properties by a set of size effects specific to films [4].
Although these size effects often limit the potential device
performance [5,6], some of their combinations can also lead
to exceptionally unusual polarization structures, such as vor-
tices [7] and skyrmions [8] in epitaxial superlattices. A better
understanding of those specifics is expected to reveal a rich
set of interesting and practically useful phenomena.

Antiferroelectric (AFE) films are, as yet, much less stud-
ied than ferroelectric films and there is no solid theoretical
basis for understanding them. These materials are, neverthe-
less interesting due to prospective applications in memory
[9,10], energy storage [11–13], and electrocaloric devices
[14,15]. Epitaxial films of the prototypical antiferroelectric,
PbZrO3, on SrRuO3 conductive electrode, which is, in turn,
deposited on ABO3 perovskite substrate with large lattice
mismatch (about 5%) compared to the PbZrO3, are among
the most thoroughly studied samples of this sort [16–19].

*roman.burkovsky@gmail.com

The strain in these films is quickly relaxed via dislocations
in the near-interface layer [18]. Experimentally, the properties
of PbZrO3/SrRuO3/SrTiO3 heterostructures are substantially
different from those of bulk PbZrO3, namely ferroelectric
islands were reported in the near-interface layer, which can
occupy the entire film volume if the film is sufficiently thin
[18]. Simultaneously, these heterostructures show a modified
behavior with respect to switching between the antiferroelec-
tric and the field-induced polar structures by electric field. As
compared to the case of thicker polycrystalline films [20,21],
where polarization-field (P-E ) curves are notably linear be-
tween the points of field-induced transitions, thin epitaxial
films show a more smeared P-E response. The P-E loops
open and a remnant polarization appears at zero field [17–19].
In some experiments, the authors observed a smaller single
ferroelectric-like loop inside the antiferroelectric double loop
[17], while in other experiments no such loop was registered
[18,19].

This film-specific antiferroelectric behavior has not yet
been analyzed with the same rigor as has been done for
ferroelectric thin films (see Refs. [4,22] for reviews); the
existing interpretation is rather qualitative. The stabilization
of the near-interface polar phase has been attributed to the
effect of epitaxial strain [18]. This is compatible with the
ab initio predictions of Reyes-Lillo and Rabe [23], who
suggested that a compressive strain should stabilize the
rhombohedral-like (or more likely monoclinic, due to strain)
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ferroelectric phase. When a small ferroelectric-like P-E loop
exists inside a double loop [17], this can be tentatively as-
sociated with the switching of a ferroelectric near-interface
layer. When no such loop is visible [18,19], the interpretation
is less clear because the modified layer can still be observed
by electron microscopy [18], but its switching cannot be
straightforwardly distinguished. Insight into this discrepancy
can be obtained by considering the so-called static hysteresis
loops of Ref. [18], which are measured with an alternative
approach to the current integration in the hope of better re-
liability of the results. In the static regime, the P-E curve
ceases to be open at zero field and attains an apparently
linear section that spans between the field values where AFE-
to-FE switching occurs. Although such a linear section is
expected in a totally normal antiferroelectric case [22], the
slope of this section (about 4.4 nF/m) is unusually high.
It corresponds to the effective dielectric constant of about
500, which is more than two times larger than the dielectric
constant value of 200 extracted from small-signal dielectric
measurements at room temperature [19]. Such a discrepancy
is usually not observed in thicker polycrystalline films, where
the small-signal dielectric constant and the dielectric con-
stant extracted from loops are quantitatively similar [20,21].
The unusually high effective dielectric constant extracted
from the P-E loops of epitaxial PbZrO3 could come from
extrinsic contributions, such as field-induced movement of
domain walls, including the heterophase walls that separate
the near-interface polar phase from the remaining antiferro-
electric matrix. Understanding these processes in better detail
is required to extend the relatively well-established branch of
ferroelectric thin film physics towards the less explored areas
of large-mismatch perovskite heterostructures and of epitaxial
antiferroelectrics.

This problem demands a structural characterization with
in situ application of the electric field. To this end, a con-
siderable experience has been accumulated with the bulk
antiferroelectrics, predominantly PbZrO3 modified by nio-
bium, tin, and titanium (PNZST). In that system the switching
field was considerably reduced (from hundreds to a few tens
of kV/cm), enabling one to switch the ceramics before their
dielectric breakdown occurred. The most direct experience
seems to be that of Liu et al. [24], who captured the motion of
heterophase domain walls that separate antiferroelectric and
ferroelectric phases during switching. Slightly less direct, but
still highly instructive examples are those of in situ electron
[25,26], x-ray [27], and neutron [28] studies of PNZST ceram-
ics and a rare diffraction study of a pure PbZrO3 single crystal
under an electric field by Shuvaeva et al. [29]. Also, single
crystals of PbZrO3 doped by titanium were recently studied
by Vakhrushev et al. [30] under the influence of small (com-
pered to the normal switching field) field, which nevertheless
influenced the transitions due to high temperatures. The above
works suggested a direct transition from the incommensurate
AFE to the rhombohedral ferroelectric phase in PNSZT and
PZT, while for pure PbZrO3 one expects a sequence consisting
of two orthorhombic (one of which was solved by Shuvaeva
et al. [29]) and two rhombohedral field-induced phases [31].
Apparently, such in situ studies have not yet been applied to
antiferroelectric thin films, although the switching in
ferroelectric films has been studied using time-resolved syn-
chrotron experiments [32,33].

Concerning the theories related to antiferroelectric switch-
ing, a consensual understanding has not yet been obtained.
Recently, Lisenkov et al. [34] studied bulk PbZrO3 using a
combination of density functional theory (DFT) calculations
of zero-K total energy and METROPOLIS Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. The authors reported field-induced transitions into
ferroelectric phases with polarization roughly along those
high-symmetry directions, along which the field was applied.
This was different from what the experiments of Fesenko
et al. [31] and Shuvaeva et al. [29] suggested. For each of
the directions in molecular-dynamics study, there was a single
transition without intermediate phases [34]. This mimics the
earlier results of Fthenakis and Ponomareva [35], who studied
specifically the (001)-oriented PbZrO3 thin films by molecular
dynamics and found a tetragonal field-induced phase. Notably,
that molecular-dynamics work did not show any particular
smearing of the P-E curves at relatively low field frequencies,
at which the experimentalists saw the smearing [17–19]. So,
the pioneering ab initio works on antiferroelectric switching
do not yet match some essential aspects of the experiments,
such as the specific symmetry of field-induced phases in crys-
tals and smearing of antiferroelectric loops in films. As to
the very stability of different structures in antiferroelectrics
at zero K, there is also a set of standing points of order,
such as the recent discoveries of alternative ground states of
PbZrO3. In particular, Baker et al. [36] suggested an 80-atom
Pnam-symmetry alternative ground state, while Aramberri
et al. [37] further suggested a ferrielectric alternative ground
state with “down-up-up” ordering of lead-ion shifts. Those
structures showed zero-K local energy minima slightly below
that of the standard Pbam-symmetry antiferroelectric phase.
But there can be also other local minima that are slightly
above it, indicating the competing metastable structures, such
as the ones resembling incommensurate phases [38,39]. It
seems that in DFT analysis of PbZrO3 one may find numerous
different competing local energy minima, and it is presently
unclear whether the lowest of those does indeed point to the
real ground state [36,37]. In films, only the minima related to
Pbam and R3c structures were considered in detail [23,40]. In-
terestingly, those two studies pointed to different mechanisms
of ferroelectric phase stabilization. Reyes-Lillo and Rabe [23]
considered the effects of epitaxial strain, while Mani et al.
[40] pointed to the effect related to purely local (related to
individual ionic shifts) interactions disturbed at the interface
between the film and vacuum.

This work characterizes (001)-oriented PbZrO3 films,
which are similar to those where smeared P-E loops have
been observed [17–19], by single-crystal x-ray diffraction
with in situ application of electric field. Due to the specifics
of the method, the field values are precritical, that is, smaller
than those needed to induce the transition to the ferroelectric
phase. Nevertheless, distinct structural changes are evident,
wherein the superstructural reflections with pseudocubic coor-
dinates 1

8 (1, 0, 1) and 3
8 (1, 0, 1) appear and increase gradually

with the field, while the original antiferroelectric reflections
1
4 (1, 0, 1) decrease in intensity. By modeling of structure
factors, we determine that the newly forming structure
corresponds to an unusual lead-ion displacement pattern,
which can be encoded as ↑↑↑↑ ↓↑↑↓ (original antiferro-
electric pattern [41] is ↓↓↑↑ in this notation). This structure
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is remarkably commensurate (as opposed to more common
incommensurate phases [25,42–45]) and contains an uncom-
monly short-period main motif, manifested in lone “down”
displacements surrounded by longer blocks of “up” displace-
ments. This structure is polar and ferrielectric-like (hereafter
the suffix “-like” is omitted for brevity, despite noting that
the polarization is not spontaneous) in the sense of hav-
ing incomplete compensation of oppositely directed dipoles.
This makes its field-induced formation likely responsible
for the unusually large effective dielectric constant deduced
from P-E loops between more sharp switching events to
the ferroelectric phase. Explaining the reason for this phase
is a nontrivial task, at least the homogeneous strain, which
we considered similarly to the authors or Refs. [23,46,47],
does not seem responsible for it. Apparently, this is be-
cause the real polydomain and heterophase (antiferroelectric
and ferrielectric phases coexist) configuration sets out a
problem of a different kind, which is more related to the
considerations of multiphase states in perovskites medi-
ated by mechanical and electrical effects [48,49], as well
as to the considerations of purely local interactions at the
PbZrO3–vacuum interface [40]. A plausible explanation for
the appearance of exactly the observed ferrielectric phase
instead of the multitude of structural alternatives is obtained
by accounting for the energy of the heterophase domain
walls.

The results have a connection to prospective applications
of antiferroelectric films by identifying an effect behind the
P-E loops smearing. Also they are important for developing
the physics of antiferroelectrics, in general, by revealing a
seemingly unlikely structure suitable for a demanding bench-
mark of theoretical models. The work hints at the way towards
creating and manipulating complex small-scale dipolar pat-
terns that can be prospectively used in memories or other
dense electronics.

II. METHODS

The experimental method is a single-crystal x-ray diffrac-
tion with in situ application of constant (not stroboscopic
[32,33]) electric field. The details for that, as well as for
sample synthesis and ab initio calculations are provided
below, while the method of structure solution and semi-
empirical energy analysis are provided in Secs. III and IV,
respectively.

A. Thin film synthesis and basic characterization

We used (001)-oriented PbZrO3/SrRuO3/SrTiO3 epitax-
ial heterostructures grown by pulsed-laser deposition at the
University of California, Berkeley, as in earlier publications
[50,51]. The SrRuO3 was grown at a heater temperature of
680◦ C in a dynamic oxygen pressure of 100 mTorr and with
a laser fluence and repetition rate of 1.0 J/cm2 and 5 Hz,
respectively. For the PbZrO3 films, growth was completed at
a heater temperature of 630◦ C in a dynamic oxygen pressure
of 80 mTorr and with a laser fluence and repetition rate of
1.8 J/cm2 and 5 Hz, respectively. The thickness of the PbZrO3

and SrRuO3 layers were 50 nm and 20 nm, respectively.
The sputtering of the film has been done continuously (as

FIG. 1. Basic sample x-ray characterization and a scheme of
in situ electric field application. (a) Standard θ -2θ scan shows an
asymmetry in the shoulders of the 240O film reflection, well-defined
Laue oscillations related the PbZrO3 film, no well-defined oscilla-
tions from the SrRuO3 layer. (b) Scheme of applying the field to the
film. The electrodes 1 and 5 are the ground and active (diffraction)
electrodes, respectively. Electrodes 2 to 4 serve for probing the po-
tential in the conducting SrRuO3 layer to determine the actual voltage
drop under the active electrode. (c) Readings of the voltmeters and
the linear extrapolation of the potential at electrodes 2 to 4 to the
points 1 to 5, which allows determining the actual voltage drop under
the active electrode.

contrasted to using cyclical breaks for intermediate surface re-
covery in a recent study of similar heterostructures on DyScO3
substrate [19] by some of us).

The symmetric θ -2θ x-ray diffraction scan [Fig. 1(a)],
obtained with the Panalytical X’Pert 3 MRD system (UC
Berkeley), shows the following points. First, there are well-
defined Laue oscillations related to the PbZrO3 layer, which
indicate a good thickness homogeneity. More quantitatively,
by correlating the sharpness of those oscillations with the
reference calculations of Boulle et al. [52], one obtains an
estimate for the thickness fluctuations magnitude that does not
exceed about 1 nm. Second, no specific oscillations related
to the SrRuO3 layer are seen. Tentatively, this is related to
the rather strong imperfection of the PbZrO3/SrRuO3 inter-
face. Third, the intensity shoulders on the left-hand and on
the right-hand sides of the film’s reflection are asymmetric.
From modeling of this asymmetry using the methodology of
Ref. [52] in our previous work [51], it has been identified
that this asymmetry corresponds to the near-interface out-of-
plane compressive strain, which decays from few percents in
magnitude at the interface to much less than a percent at the
depth of 10 nm. The second and the third observations above
are different from those in Ref. [19], which stems, tentatively,
from the different substrates and deposition modes.
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B. Application of field

To apply the external field, we used the conducting SrRuO3

layer for the bottom electrode and sputtered 80 nm Au/4 nm
Cr top electrodes. Diffraction experiments required relatively
large electrodes, about 0.5 by 0.5 mm, which is much larger
than the electrodes normally utilized for the electrical char-
acterization of such thin films, which are typically tens of
microns in size. The total resistivity of the devices is rather
small, hundreds of Ohms, while the specific resistivity, about
2 Ohm/cm2, is compatible with typical values for PZT
films [53]. The relatively small resistivity requires a specific
procedure for estimating the actual electric field under the il-
luminated electrode, which is done using a series of electrodes
deposited along the line between the ground and illuminated
electrodes, each of which has been measuring the potential of
the SrRuO3 layer at the respective points [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)].
The potential below the illuminated electrode was estimated
by a linear extrapolation through the readings of voltmeters
connected to the intermediate electrodes.

This experimental approach has a limited accuracy of field
determination, primarily due to the small ratio between the
voltage drop under the diffraction electrode and total volt-
age drop between diffraction and ground electrodes, which
is about 0.15 (the small error in the slope of the straight
line in Fig. 1 leads to large error in Vin). The same amount
of ferrielectric phase was observed in different 50-nm-thick
samples at fields differing up to about two times.

The resistivity of the device was found to be constant as a
function of voltage and time for fields up to about 200–300
kV/cm. At higher fields the samples degraded with time:
about 10 percent resistivity loss in 30 minutes at E about
600–800 kV/cm. The measurements were carried in the DC
regime, within the field range free from resistivity degrada-
tion. For this field range, the sample returns nearly to its initial
condition upon switching off the field.

C. Diffraction measurements

The diffraction measurements were carried out using
a SuperNova (Rigaku Oxford Diffraction) single-crystal
diffractometer equipped with an ATLAS PSD detector. The
film’s normal was oriented along the rotation axis, the surface
was oriented 15◦ with respect to the incoming beam (Cu Kα,
λ = 1.5 Å), the direction towards the detector was inclined by
60◦ with respect to the incoming beam. At each field value,
the data were collected by rotating the film along the normal
with exposure of 6 seconds per 1◦.

D. Ab initio calculations

DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna ab ini-
tio simulation package (VASP) [54]. The projector augmented
wave (PAW) potentials were used, with the generalized gradi-
ent approximation (GGA) and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) exchange-correlation functional for solid (PBESol)
[55]. The plane-wave cutoff energy was 500 eV. Lead 6s6p,
zirconium 4s4p4d5s, and oxygen 2s2p states were treated
as valence electrons. 6 × 1 × 4 Monkhorst-Pack k-mesh was
used, and the structures were fully optimized until all ionic
forces in the system were within 0.001 eV/Å. The structures

and their respective energies that are shown in the text were
obtained within a cell of the size

√
2 × 12

√
2 × 2, which is

compatible with all the relevant modulation periods. Addition-
ally, these calculations were verified by optimizing the same
structures in smaller cells than the individual structures allow.
The smaller-cell calculations provided visually the same re-
sults in the sense of atomic positions and the same energies
within about 0.3 meV per formula unit.

III. RESULTS

Summarily, electric field creates additional superstructural
reflections whose intensities are used to solve the structure
and then to estimate the volume fractions of the newly created
phase as a function of field. The commensurate modulated
structure with regular lone “down” displacements forms in
remarkably large amounts at precritical fields.

A. Superstructural reflections

When no field is applied, the film is populated with anti-
ferroelectric domains with c-axes parallel to the film, while
there are also diffraction signatures tentatively related to the
near-interface layer of different structure. The related recipro-
cal space map is plotted in Fig. 2(a) (we plotted the pattern
E ≈ 75 kV/cm instead of basically identical zero-field map
because of its better quality).

The diffraction pattern consists of the following.
(i) Superstructural reflections with reduced wave vectors

�q = 1
4 (1, 0, 1) in pseudocubic coordinates where [001] points

along the normal (� points);
(ii) Reflections at 1

2 (1, 1, 1) (R points); and
(iii) At 1

2 (1, 0, 1) (out-of-plane M points) and 1
2 (1, 1, 0)

(in-plane M points).
The �-point reflections are due to lead-ion displacements

organized in a transverse wave with pattern ↓↓↑↑. The
R-point reflections are expected to be due to antiphase oc-
tahedral tilts according to the bulk PbZrO3 structure [41],
although a part of the R-point intensity could be also due to the
antiphase lead displacements, as considered by Ricote et al.
[56] for PZT.

The M-point reflections are less well understood. In PZT
they were considered by Ricote et al. [56] as being due to
either in-phase octahedral tilts or due to antiphase lead-ion
displacements, while stressing that they are not compatible
with the average rhombohedral R3c ferroelectric structure
and should be related to structural inhomogeneities in rhom-
bohedral PZT. Our previous temperature-dependent x-ray
diffraction study of the present samples has shown that the
in-plane and out-of-plane M-point reflections have differ-
ent temperature dependencies [50]. The exact microscopic
nature of those reflections is not clear, although they are
likely related to the near-interface layer with different struc-
ture. The M-point reflections are much weaker than those at
� points.

Larger fields result in the appearance of superstructure
reflections at 1

8 (1, 0, 1) and 3
8 (1, 0, 1) [Figs. 2(b), 2(e) and

2(f)]. These types of reflections in PbZrO3 have not been
previously observed and their origin is to be determined in this
work. The intensity of these reflections increases gradually
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FIG. 2. Diffraction evidence for the gradual formation of long-period structure upon field increase in PbZrO3/SrRuO3/SrTiO3 heterostruc-
ture. Panels (a,b) show reciprocal space maps at E ≈ 75 kV/cm and E ≈ 225 kV/cm, respectively. The second is still below the critical field
for AFE-FE transition. Panels (c,d) show field dependence of intensity at �- and R-points, respectively. Panels (e,f) show field dependencies
for reflections emerging on field increase. Powder rings correspond to the scattering by gold electrodes. Note that the field scale may differ
considerably from device to device (see Sec. II).

with the field, while the intensity of reflections at 1
4 (1, 0, 1)

decreases [Fig. 2(c)]. The reflections at 3
8 (1, 0, 1) are about six

to seven times stronger than those at 1
8 (1, 0, 1). The R-point

peak is nearly field-independent [Fig. 2(d)], which should
be interpreted as the oxygen octahedral tilt subsystem being
largely unaffected in this field range. The M-point reflections
also remain intact. Upon field removal, the diffraction pattern
comes to nearly the initial state, although some reminiscent
intensity remains detectable at 3

8 (1, 0, 1). A mild hysteretic
difference between the field dependencies on going forward
and back is observed (this was measured in another device
than in Fig. 2, with weaker statistics, and is not shown for
brevity).

B. Solving the structure

The structure responsible for field-induced reflections is
similar to the antiferroelectric structure, but with the lead-ion
shift pattern being ↑↑↑↑↓↑↑↓ instead of ↓↓↑↑.

Identification of the actual structure that is responsible
for the diffraction pattern is not straightforward because no
well-established crystallographic workflows are available for
thin films. We used the following approach, which is based on
the brute-force enumeration of qualitatively different possible
displacement patterns and evaluating their potential suitability
for reproducing the observed intensities.

First, the unit cell was identified on the basis of the ob-
served superstructural reflections. It has dimensions

√
2apc ×

4
√

2apc × 2apc, which corresponds to the size of the antiferro-
electric Pbam unit cell that is twice enlarged along the b axis.
Then the intensities of the superstructure spots were used to
identify the ionic displacements. Since the R-point reflections
do not react considerably to the field, the tilt pattern should

remain qualitatively intact, namely a−a−c0 [57], where tilts
occur around the a axis. As long as zirconium ions are not
expected to shift considerably, it remains to identify the lead-
ion displacements. These displacements are nearly parallel
to the a axis, as the observability conditions for the super-
structure reflections indicate (no visible reflections where the
reduced and the total wave vector transfers are nearly paral-
lel). Therefore, the lead-ion shift’s pattern can be parametrized
by eight real numbers, ui (the number of lead-ion positions
along the b axis). While the accurate refinement of all these
numbers on the basis of recorded intensities seems unfeasible,
it appears straightforward to extract the qualitative picture.
For that, one invokes an assumption that all ui are equal in
magnitude, but can be different in their signs. Effectively,
this reduces the refinement problem to finding those spin-like
values si = ui/|ui| that allow reproducing the diffraction pat-
tern qualitatively. This task turns out to be well conditioned
because the simulated diffraction pattern is very sensitive to
si, while the experimental diffraction pattern is quite specific
and an unusual one. There are only a few combinations that
can produce the reflection at 3

8 (1, 0, 1) larger than that at
1
8 (1, 0, 1). Table I summarizes the structure determination
procedure. In the end, the only potentially suitable structures
are ↑↑↑↑↓↑↑↓ and ↑↓↓↑ ↓↑↑↓. From those two, one has
to select the first because it has an uncompensated dipole
moment, which makes it field sensitive.

Upon checking by DFT, we found a local energy min-
imum corresponding to this structure, which looks as de-
picted in Fig. 3(a). It has slightly (by a factor of about
0.7) smaller displacements of type “down” than those of
type “up.” The “up” displacements are similar in mag-
nitude to those in the standard PbZrO3 antiferroelectric
structure.
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TABLE I. The 14 non-equivalent configurations of lead ion dis-
placements with a period of eight and the superstructure reflection
intensities they produce. By non-equivalent configurations we mean
those that cannot be obtained from each other by cyclic shifts, flips
and inversions. Also, this list does not include the configurations,
which are effectively of smaller period (four or two or one). The
structure factor has been calculated as F = ∑8

j=1 f (Q)exp(i �Q�r j ),
where j enumerates lead ions in the cell, f (Q) is the atomic factor
for lead. Lead ion positions were assumed as if all the displace-
ments were by 0.28 Å in magnitude (as in pure PbZrO3), while the
signs were determined by the displacement pattern. To be potentially
consistent with the experiment, the structure has to result in zero
intensity for ξ = 1/2 and provide the intensity for ξ = 3/8 larger
than for ξ = 1/8. This is true only for configurations numbered 1
and 2. Among those, only the structure number 2 has non-zero net
polarization, which makes it the likely structure that is experimen-
tally observed.

Pb |F(−1+ξ, 0, 2+ξ )|2/104,
Configuration displacements (number of electrons)2

number configuration ξ = 1
8 ξ = 1

4 ξ = 3
8 ξ = 1

2

1 ↑↓↓↑ ↓↑↑↓ 1.23 0 6.97 0
2 ↑↑↑↑ ↓↑↑↓ 0.61 2.07 3.48 0
3 ↑↑↓↑ ↑↓↓↓ 2.10 4.14 2.04 0
4 ↑↑↓↑ ↓↑↓↓ 0.61 2.07 3.48 4.01
5 ↑↑↑↑ ↓↓↓↓ 7.16 0 1.20 0
6 ↑↑↑↑ ↑↓↓↓ 6.11 1.04 0.18 1.00
7 ↑↑↑↑ ↓↑↓↓ 3.14 1.04 3.06 1.00
8 ↑↑↑↓ ↑↑↓↓ 1.05 5.17 1.02 1.00
9 ↑↑↑↓ ↑↓↑↓ 1.05 1.04 1.02 9.03

10 ↑↑↓↑ ↑↓↑↓ 0.18 1.04 5.95 1.00
11 ↑↑↑↑ ↑↑↓↓ 3.58 2.07 0.60 0
12 ↑↑↑↑ ↑↓↑↓ 2.10 0 2.04 4.01
13 ↑↑↑↓ ↑↓↓↓ 3.58 2.07 0.60 4.01
14 ↑↑↑↑ ↑↑↑↓ 1.05 1.04 1.02 1.00

C. Volume share as a function of field

Intensities of superstructure reflections allow one to com-
pute the volume share of the ferrielectric phase at different
field values. To do so, one needs to work with three re-
flections: at 3

8 (1, 0, 1) and 1
8 (1, 0, 1), to which only the

ferrielectric phase contributes, and at 1
4 (1, 0, 1), to which

both the antiferroelectric and the ferrielectric phases con-
tribute. By knowing the theoretically computed ratios of
structure factors related to these contributions (see Table I),
it is straightforward to compute the field dependence of the
ferrielectric phase volume share, as the inset in Fig. 3(b)
shows. The formulas used for the computation are listed in the
Appendix.

The volume share of ferrielectric domains n(E ) is rather
large, about a half of the film’s volume, at the largest field
applied (about 220 kV/cm). This field is still below the critical
field of antiferroelectric-to-ferroelectric switching. The latter
is estimated as about 250 kV/cm [18]. If one assumes that the
antiferroelectric phase occupies the volume share [1 − n(E )],
the modeled superstructure reflection intensities agree well
with the experiment [see Fig. 3(b)]. This suggests that the
field-induced changes are related mainly to the redistribution

FIG. 3. (a) Unit cell of the ferrielectric structure, as determined
by DFT simulation. Arrows show the direction and relative magni-
tude of lead-ion displacements. (b) Volume share of the ferrielectric
phase as a function of the field (inset), as calculated from the inten-
sities of reflections that are specific to the ferrielectric phase (circles
and triangles). Squares stand for the intensity of reflection at �q =
(1/4, 1/4, 0), to which both the ferrielectric and the antiferroelectric
structures contribute.

of the volume between the antiferroelectric and the newly
formed phases, while the volume of the ferroelectric phase
(which is believed to be near the interface) changes only a
little.

IV. INTERPRETATION

The field-induced structure with displacement pattern
↑↑↑↑↓↑↑↓ is similar to the alternative ground state of
Aramberri et al. [37] with displacement pattern ↓↑↑ in the
sense of having lone “down” displacements surrounded by
larger blocks of “up” displacements. The difference is that
the field-induced structure has four- and two-cell-long “up”
blocks, which are regularly interchanged, while it is all the
time two unit cells for the ↓↑↑ structure. The reason for
this difference is likely the energy of the heterophase domain
walls, which makes the ↓↑↑ structure unfavorable, but allows
its main lone-“down” displacement motif to be incorporated
into the observed eight-unit-cell period with small energy
penalty.
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FIG. 4. Structures with different lead-ion displacement patterns, as obtained by DFT (a), and their respective energies (b). Only those
structures are listed that enter the phase diagram in Fig. 6. The energy in the plot is per formula unit. Cubic structure (not shown) has energy
of 319 meV/f.u. on this scale.

A. Ab initio energies

We examined a few related structures using ab initio calcu-
lations by setting manually their desired displacement patterns
and then letting the structure optimize towards the respective
local energy minimum. The structures and respective energies
are shown in Fig. 4. These results confirm the lowest energy
of the ↓↑↑ pattern (it is not yet fully clear why it is so
[37]), which is tightly followed by the antiferroelectric pat-
tern ↓↓↑↑, while showing large energies for ultra-short- and
ultra-long-period patterns ↓↑ and ↑. The ultra-long-period
corresponds to the orthorhombic ferroelectric phase, which is
different from the one solved by Shuvaeva et al. [29]. The ex-
perimentally observed field-induced structure (index 5) has an
intermediate energy. Applying different homogeneous strains
to these unit cells (not shown [58]) does not reveal a prefer-
ence to the desired structure over the others, which suggests
that strain is not its direct driving factor. This can be logical
because the actual picture of epitaxial strain in this type of
heterostructures is more complex than just a homogeneous
strain. Such films are strongly relaxed [18,19], which leaves
only a small portion of the remnant strain sufficiently away
from the interface [4,59], while the near-interface layer can be
subject to inhomogeneous elasto-electric effects related to dis-
locations [60,61]. Furthermore, the away-from-the-interface
part of the film is in the polydomain state and individual
domains should experience custom strains due to their mutual
elastic interaction via the substrate [62,63]; these strains are
expected to be different from the average remnant strain. Why
the observed structure appears in films, while not appearing in
the bulk PbZrO3, does not become clear upon basic bulk-like
ab initio modeling. A more specialized consideration seems
necessary, as follows.

B. Energy of heterophase boundary

The period of eight cells seems unnatural for the observed
structure because the main structural motif (lone “down”
and few “up” displacements) is much shorter. This sug-
gests an external factor being, in effect, to pack that motif
into a longer period. The most natural factor of this sort

are heterophase boundaries between field-induced and an-
tiferroelectric phases. Their energies can be important in
nanodomain structures and, as we see below, such boundaries
can commensuralize the period of the field-induced phase
(eight) with that of the antiferroelectric phase (four).

A hint comes from the simplified two-dimensional con-
sideration of a horizontal heterophase boundary in Fig. 5. It
shows layers of lead-ion displacements that propagate from
one phase to the other. When they propagate intactly (the

FIG. 5. Contact between the field-induced phase and the an-
tiferroelectric phase. The respective unit cells are contoured out.
Arrows show the directions of lead ion displacements in the layers.
Highlighted arrows correspond to the layers, where the displacement
direction is reversed at the interphase boundary. Mathematically,
such a picture can be interpreted as antiferroelectric phase exerting
antiferroelectric field onto the field-induced phase.
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direction of displacement is not changed between phases), this
costs no energy, while when they break, one expects it to have
a cost. Let this cost to be B for each broken layer, the wall
energy will be B times the number of broken layers. When
si = ±1 stand for displacement directions in the field-induced
phase and vi are in the antiferroelectric phase, the boundary
energy will be

WB = B/2
N∑

i=1

(1 − visi ) = NB/2 −
∑

i

[(B/2)vi]si. (1)

The term NB/2 stands for the energy of a wall between
structures with mutually random displacements, while the
term next to it stands for covariance between displace-
ment patterns. Covariance, and hence an energy gain or loss
with respect to the random-pattern case, can be nonzero if
the structures are commensurate with each other, while in
the incommensurate case this term cancels. This explains
why the field-induced phase can become commensurate with
the antiferroelectric phase instead of being incommensurate
with a similar period, such as the ones observed in related
materials [25,42–45].

C. Modeling insights

Understanding the commensuration effect of the het-
erophase boundary, as discussed above, is helpful, but leaves
yet unclear why a particular commensurate pattern ↑↑↑↑
↓↑↑↓ is observed instead of other alternative commensurate-
with-AFE patterns with uncompensated polarization, such
as ↑↑↑↑↑↓↓↓, which is more similar to common long-
period structures in related materials [25]. A simple energy
model that accounts for electric field, heterophase boundaries,
and empirically parametrized displacement-displacement en-
ergy helps reduce this ambiguity. Its suggests that among
the commensurate-with-AFE displacement patterns, PbZrO3

should likely go to either homogeneous polarization or to the
observed field-induced structure upon field increase, depend-
ing on the particularities of the effective Hamiltonian.

In modeling, we take the perspective of the regions where
the field-induced phase develops [where displacement direc-
tions denoted as si in Eq. (1)], while the other regions are
assumed to be in the antiferroelectric phase, as the experi-
ment suggests. The energy of heterophase boundaries can be
modeled using an artificially introduced antiferroelectric field
which acts externally on si. This field can be identified in the
covariance term of Eq. (1) as ai = (B/2)vi because it enters
the energy function bilinearly with the displacements as aisi,
as the field should, and its i-dependence is the same as for
antiferroelectric displacements, vi.

We consider only that electric-field component which is
parallel to the displacement direction (a axis of the cell, [101̄]
pseudocubic direction) and label it h. The other component of
the field along the b axis ([101]) is neglected. The empirical
formula for displacement-displacement energy is

W =
∑

i

si · (J1si+1 + J2si+2 + h + ai ). (2)

Constants J1 and J2 describe the nearest-neighbor and next-
nearest-neighbor interactions, respectively, as in the paper of

FIG. 6. Model phase diagram of an antiferroelectric in coordi-
nates of electric field, antiferroelectric field, and tendency towards
shorter or longer period modulations. Positive J1 corresponds to
the longer period modulations, while negative J1 corresponds to
the shorter period modulations. Another parameter of the model J2

is taken as −0.5. Dashed line shows a tentative path traversed by
the system on changing the electric field (the change of interphase
boundary position with field is neglected in plotting this trajectory).

Bak and Boehm [64]. This formula is used to check the energy
of arbitrary {si} configurations, which are not necessarilyy
commensurate with ai, so no cyclic boundary condition is
possible, in general, and the summation is made over a wide
i range to make the truncation-dependent contributions at the
range ends negligible.

The formula agrees reasonably well with ab initio energies
[see Fig. 4(b)], at least for the qualitative assessment that is
being pursued. The estimates for J1 and J2 from the fit with
both fields zero are 5 and −12 meV, respectively. Only their
ratio is important for the analysis below, so we model the
energies with J2 fixed at −0.5 (for convenient comparison
with Ref. [64]), while allowing J1 to vary around its rescaled
starting value of (−0.5)5/(−12) ≈ 0.2.
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The phase diagram in Fig. 6 tells how the minimal-energy
displacement pattern depends on electric (h), and antiferro-
electric (hAFE = |ai|) fields, and on the phenomenological
constant J1. This constant, as can be seen, controls how much
the system likes homogeneous polarization. For accepting
lone “down” displacements, J1 needs to be negative. The
antiferroelectric phase is stable around zero J1 and zero h,
the orthorhombic ferroelectric phase is stable at high h, and
the experimentally observed field-induced structure is stable
between the antiferroelectric and ferroelectric phases (along
the h axis) when the antiferroelectric field is nonzero. It is seen
that when the antiferroelectric field is present, the system goes
either directly to the ferroelectric phase, if J1 is positive, or via
the ↑↑↑↑ ↓↑↑↓ pattern, when J1 is only slightly negative.
The ab initio estimation of J1 ≈ 0.2 is close to the boundary
between these two scenarios.

It is not shown in the figure, but the structure ↑↑↑↑↓↑↑↓
is energy-degenerate with the ↑↑↑↓ structure, in which the
lone “down” displacement is shifted. This is because the
displacements in the model do not interact further than two
neighbors away from each other. In reality this degeneracy is
likely removed by more delicate effects.

V. DISCUSSION

The results have enabled us to identify the field-induced
structure and suggest a role of heterophase contact in its
stabilization. This stimulates a number of questions and per-
spectives, which we discuss below.

The symmetry of field-induced phases in PbZrO3 are
intriguing generally, in part, because of an incomplete agree-
ment between experiments [31] and theory [34]. In films, quite
probably [17], the switching takes place to the rhombohe-
dral ferroelectric phase. Our study does not see the complete
switching to the rhombohedral phase because it does not
go that far in field, but sees the gradual formation of an
orthorhombic phase, which is similar to the antiferroelectric
one, but differs by the modulation period and pattern. Natural
questions would be on why the rhombohedral phase, which
already exists, as it is believed [18], in the near-interface layer,
does not just expand its volume towards the rest of the film
upon field increase, and why an orthorhombic ferrielectric
phase expands instead.

The rhombohedral phase cannot expand outside the near-
interface layer likely because that layer is a special place,
modified substantially by dislocations and could be, in fact,
polarized because of them through the flexoelectric effect
[60]. Away from this strongly modified layer, the film should
be more similar to the bulk, except for the dense domain
configuration because, at least, of the elastic effects [62]. This
part should naturally wait for a critical field before the rhom-
bohedral phase might form. Normally, during this waiting,
the system should react to field only by weak redistribution
of ions and electrons within the same antiferroelectric phase,
thus no more substantial changes should occur.

Experimentally, the structure changes in some regions,
suggesting that these regions are different due to a sort of
material inhomogeneity. Being different, these regions have
the antiferroelectric structure less stable to the degree that
in the absence of field they still retain it, but when the field

increases, they try finding alternative structures with uncom-
pensated polarization, ending up in the observed ferrielectric
pattern. The rhombohedral ferroelectric phase is, apparently,
not among the primary candidates, possibly due to its worse
mechanical compatibility with orthorhombic antiferroelectric
surrounding.

The origin of inhomogeneity in PbZrO3/SrRuO3/SrTiO3

heterostructures is yet unclear, although few tentative scenar-
ios can be seen. First, structural heterogeneity can arise in
films spontaneously due to elastic and possibly other effects,
as emerges in phase-field modeling [65,66] and more classical
considerations [49] of ferroelectric films. A similar scenario
might be relevant also in antiferroelectric films, although the
model should be more complex due to the numerous possible
displacement patterns, as contrasted to only a few polariza-
tion directions in ferroelectrics. Alternatively, the structural
heterogeneity might be imposed by the microstructure of the
film. For example, the recent study of polycrystalline PbZrO3

films by Lu et al. [67] suggested that physical grains might
determine the domain sizes there. The present films are, in
contrast, single-crystalline and do not have grains, so that
particular scenario is not likely to be applicable. However,
these films have a high density of dislocations (about each
7 nm, as dictated by lattice mismatch and as has been observed
experimentally in similar samples [18]), so the corresponding
inhomogeneous elastic fields from dislocation, as considered,
for example, by Alpay et al. [61], may contribute to the
structural heterogeneity. Another driver for the heterogene-
ity might be the inhomogeneous defect concentration or the
interaction of film’s tilt subsystem with that of polydomain
SrRuO3 [68,69].

These possible specifics have not been considered ex-
plicitly in our analysis and modeling, as we assumed the
inhomogeneity as granted by this or another way, simpli-
fying further that heterophase domain walls are fixed. This
simplification allowed us to identify the commensuralizing
effect of heterophase boundaries and examine the potential
field-induced structures in structure-changing regions. The
modeling results suggest that structure-changing regions are
modified in a way that lone “down” displacements (like in
Aramberri et al.’s structure [37]) are slightly preferred over the
standard “down-down-up-up” ordering and over large “up”
and “down” blocks (as in the incommensurate phases [25]),
and once it is so, the observed structure is surprisingly likely
to appear instead of the other polar structures.

VI. CONCLUSION

Epitaxial films of PbZrO3 on SrRuO3/SrTiO3 substrate
react peculiarly to the relatively small constant electric fields.
Instead of keeping the antiferroelectric phase until reaching
the critical field for switching, a heterophase state forms and
develops gradually with changing field. The forming structure
is polar, which likely explains, at least in part, the unusually
large effective dielectric constant in these films as extracted
from P-E loops between antiferroelectric-ferroelectric
switching events. The structure of the field-induced phase
is unusual and stimulates interesting approaches for
rationalizing it. To this end we suggested a key role of
heterophase boundaries, which can commensuralize the
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forming phase with the existing antiferroelectric phase.
Further, we proposed a simple ab-initio-correlated empirical
model showing that the orthorhombic ferroelectric and
the observed ferrielectric phases are the two most likely
options for a field-induced phase, provided that the cell is
restricted to remain similar to the antiferroelectric phase,
except for varying the modulation period and pattern. It
seems required that the regions, where the ferrielectric phase
develops, should have less stable antiferroelectric phase and a
slightly larger tendency towards lone “down” displacements,
as compared to the surrounding regions, which may be
due to a rather large set of yet unexplored effects. The
results allow understanding better the functional behavior
of antiferroelectric heterostructures from a structural point
of view and provide a step towards exploiting the related
unusual effects in prospective applications, such as memory
and energy storage.
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APPENDIX: DETERMINING THE VOLUME SHARE
OF FERRIELECTRIC-LIKE STRUCTURE AS A FUNCTION

OF FIELD

Experimentally, we observe a two-phase state in which
the shares of antiferroelectric and ferrielectric phases change

with applied electric field. Here, we show how the vol-
ume shares of these phase are extracted from the diffraction
picture.

Only the ferrielectric structure contributes to the reflec-
tions at 1

8 (1, 0, 1) and 3
8 (1, 0, 1), while both the ferrielectric

structure and AFE structure contribute at 1
4 (1, 0, 1). The

contribution of each structure (ferrielectric and AFE) to the
intensity at particular �q is proportional to the volume fraction
of this structure and to the squared absolute value of the
relevant structure factor |F |2. The field dependence of the
ferrielectric phase volume fraction, ηX (E ), can be calculated
using the following formulas:

I1/8(E ) = ηX (E )
∣∣F X

1/8

∣∣2
k, (A1)

I3/8(E ) = ηX (E )
∣∣F X

3/8

∣∣2
k, (A2)

I1/4(E ) = ([1 − ηX (E )]
∣∣F AFE

1/4

∣∣2 + ηX (E )
∣∣F X

1/4

∣∣2
)k, (A3)

where the k—a constant proportional to the beam inten-
sity F X

ξ —structure factor of the ferrielectric structure at the

�q = (ξ, ξ , 0) point of reciprocal space and F AFE
1/4 —the struc-

ture factor of the AFE structure at the � point.
There is no ferrielectric structure at zero field. The entire

volume is in the AFE phase [ηX (E = 0) = 0]. Substituting
this to Eq. (A3), one obtains the constant k as

k = I1/4(0)

|F AFE
1/4 |2 . (A4)

The volume fraction of the ferrielectric phase ηX (E ) is
derived from Eqns. (A2) and (A4) as

ηX (E ) = I3/8(E )

I1/4(0)

|F AFE
1/4 |2

|F X
3/8|2

. (A5)

In the above formula, we used only 3
8 (1, 0, 1) reflection

since its larger intensity is better determined experimen-
tally [the calculation agrees with the experiment also at
1
8 (1, 0, 1), but this is much less informative due to low
intensity].
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